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Abstract
The aim of this research is to provide many new hypergeometric transformations of
Kampé de Fériet’s double hypergeometric functions and Srivastava’s triple
hypergeometric functions, which are obtained with the help of the relations of
Appell, Humbert, Horn and Srivastava’s multiple hypergeometric functions. The
results are derived by the beta integral method which has been recently introduced
and studied systematically by Krattenthaler and Rao.
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1 Introduction
The generalized hypergeometric function pFq with p numerator and q denominator pa-
rameters may be deﬁned by []
pFq
[
α, . . . ,αp;
β, . . . ,βq;
z
]




(α)n · · · (αp)n
(β)n · · · (βq)n ·
zn
n! , (.)
where (α)n denotes the Pochhammer symbol (or the shifted factorial, since ()n = n!) de-





⎩α(α + ) · · · (α + n – ), n ∈N = , , , . . . ,, n = , (.)
where  is the well-known gamma function. For convergence condition and properties of














by increasing the number of parameters in the numerator as well as in the denominator.
On the other hand, the notation deﬁned and introduced by Kampé de Fériet for his dou-
ble hypergeometric function of superior order was subsequently abbreviated by Burchnall
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and Chaundy []. We, however, recall here the deﬁnition of a more general (than the one
deﬁned by Kampé de Fériet) double hypergeometric function in a slightly modiﬁed no-
tation given by Srivastava and Panda [, p., Eq. ()]. For this, let (Hh) denote the se-
quence of parameters (H,H, . . . ,Hh), and let nonnegative integers deﬁne the Pochham-
mer symbols ((Hh))n = (H)n(H)n · · · (Hh)n, where, when n = , the product is understood
to reduce to unity. Therefore, the convenient generalization of the Kampé de Fériet func-
tion is deﬁned as follows:
Fh:a;bg:c;d
[
(Hh) : (Aa); (Bb);












For more details about the convergence of this function, we refer to []. Various authors
(see, e.g., [–]) have discussed the reducibility of the Kampé de Fériet function.
Finally, we introduce Srivastava’s [, p.] triple hypergeometric series F ()[x, y, z] de-
ﬁned by
F ()[x, y, z]≡ F ()
[
(a) :: (b); (b′); (b′′) : (c); (c′); (c′′);











































and (a) abbreviates the array of A parameters a, . . . ,aA, with similar interpretations for
(b), (b′), (b′′), and so on.
The reduction formulas of the general hypergeometric functions in one, two and more
variables have been investigated, and some of them can be seen in [, ].
In addition, the beta function B(α,β) is deﬁned by the ﬁrst integral and known to be









Recently, Krattenthaler and Rao [] (see also []) made a systematic use of the so-called
beta integral method, a method of deriving new hypergeometric identities from old ones
by mainly using the beta integral in (.) based on theMathematica Package HYP, to illus-
trate several interesting identities for the hypergeometric functions and Kampé de Fériet
functions.
There are many relations of Appell, Humbert, Horn and Srivastava’s multiple hyper-
geometric functions [–] from which we can establish many new transformations of
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Kampé de Fériet’s double hypergeometric function and Srivastava’s triple hypergeometric
functions by employing the so-called beta integral method.Moreover, in our work, we use
the beta integral to establish transformations two and three times, and this is a general-
ization of Krattenthaler and Rao’s method.
2 The new transformations from Appell functions
The following four functions are Appell functions [, ] which are famous in the ﬁeld of
the hypergeometric functions [, , ]:




































In this part, we present the transformations which are obtained from Appell’s four hy-
pergeometric functions and we just take two of them as examples and the others can be
derived in the same manner.
We give two theorems as examples in this part.
Theorem  Assuming b or b is a nonpositive integer, and d and e are not nonpositive
integers, the following result holds true:
F:;:;
[
a : b, e + b;b,d + b – e;





e,d – e,d + b + b




(c)m+n( + e – d)m–nm!n!
.
It is interesting that the series on the right-hand side of the assertion of Theorem  is
similar to Horn’s G and H [, pp.-].
Proof We start with the following well-known transformation of Appell function F [,
p., Eq. (..)]:
F[a;b,b; c;x, y] = ( – x)–b ( – y)–bF
[
c – a;b,b; c;
x





Setting y =  – x in (.), we get the following identity of x:
F[a;b,b; c;x,  – x] = ( – x)–bx–bF
[
c – a;b,b; c;
x





Now, multiplying both sides of equation (.) by xb+e–( – x)b+d–e–, integrating the re-
sulting equation with respect to x from  to , expressing the involved F as series, in-
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terchanging the order of integration and summation, which is easily seen to be justiﬁed
due to the uniform convergence of the series in the interval (, ) involved in the pro-
cess, evaluating the integral on both sides using the beta integral (.), then after some
simpliﬁcation, summing up the series on both sides, we easily arrive at the assertion of
Theorem . 
Theorem  Assuming b or b is a nonpositive integer, and d, d, e and e are not non-
positive integers, the following result holds true:
F:;:;
[
a : b, e;b, e;





d – e,d – e,b + d,b + d




c – a : b, e;b, e;




Proof We prove Theorem  by applying the beta integral method twice. Now, multiply-
ing both sides of equation (.) by xe–( – x)b+d–e–ye–( – x)b+d–e–, integrating the
resulting equation with respect to x and y both from  to , expressing the involved F as
series, interchanging the order of integration and summation, which is easily seen to be
justiﬁed due to the uniform convergence of the series in the interval (, ) involved in the
process, evaluating the integral on both sides using the beta integral (.) twice, then after
some simpliﬁcation, summing up the series on both sides, we easily arrive at the assertion
of Theorem . 
In the following part, all the transformations are obtained by the beta integral method
and the derivations are the same as in the proof of Theorems  and . We will just present
the results without their proofs.
If we start with the formula [, Eq. ()] with y = x,
F
[















we have the following transformation:
F:;:;
[

















with e being a nonpositive integer.
We start with the formula [, Eq. ()] with y =  – x,
F
[



































– : a,b, e;a,b,d – e;




where, a, b, e or d – e is a nonpositive integer.
Especially, the right-hand side of (.) is equal to the left-hand side of the result [,











 ,b,d, e – d;






Comparing the identities (.) with (.), we have a new relation between the double hy-
pergeometric function and the generalized hypergeometric function F:
F:;:;
[














 ,b, e,d – e;






If we start with the transformation [, Eq. ()],
F
[



















a,b : e,d – e;d – e, e;





– : a,b, e;a,b, e;




where a is a nonpositive integer.
If we start with the transformation [, Eq. ()] with x→ ux,
F[a;b,b; c, c;ux, ] = 
[
c, c – a – b




a,b,  + a – c;







a : b, e;b;





c, c – a – b




a,b,  + a – c, e;













c, c – a – b
c – a, c – b
]
and the deﬁnition of the double hypergeometric function F directly.
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If we start with the equation [, Eq. ()] with y = –x,
F
[
a;b; c,a – b + ;x,x
]
= ( – x)–aF
[
a;b,a – b +  ; c, a – b + ;
x





we get the following transformation:
F:;:;
[
a, e,  – d : b;a – b +  ;
+e–d
 ,  +
e–d
 : c; a – b + ;




d,d + a – e




(c)m(a – b + )n(d + a)m+nm!n!
,
and the double series on the left-hand side of the above identity can be considered as a
generalization of Horn’s H [].
If we start with the transformation [, Eq. ()] with y→ –y,
F
[
a;b; c,a – b + ;x, y
]
= ( – y)–aF
[
a;b,a – b +  ; c, a – b + ;
x





we have, after applying the beta integral twice,
F:;:;
[
a,b : e; e ,
e+
 ;







d – e,d + a





(a)m+n(b)m(e)m(a – b +  )n(e)n( – d)m+n
( +e–d )m+n( +
e–d
 )m+n(c)m(d)m(a – b + )n
(  )m
m!n! .
The double hypergeometric series on the right-hand side of the above identity can be con-
sidered as a generalization of Horn’s H [] and is similar to Exton’s X [].










, ( – x)
]
= –aF[a;b,b; b, b;x,  – x].



























a : b, e;b,d – e;




where a is a nonpositive integer.
If we start with the equation [, Eq. ()] with x→ ux,
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and assume that a is a nonpositive integer, we have
F:;:;
[











If we start with the formula [, Eq. ()] (see also [, Eq. (..)]) with y = x,
F[a;b,b; c, c;x,x] = ( – x)–aF
[
a; c – b,b; c, c;
x





and provided a is a nonpositive integer, we have
F:;:;
[
a, e : b;b;





d – e,a + d




a, e : c – b;b;




If we start with the formula [, Eq. ()] (see also [, Eq. (..)]) with y→ –ux and
x→ ux,
F[a;b,b; c, c;ux, –ux] = F[a; c – b, c – b; c, c; –ux,ux],
and assume that a is a nonpositive integer, we obtain the following identity:
F:;:;
[
a, e : b;b;





a, e : c – b; c – b;




If we start with the relation [, Eq. ()] with x→ ux,










b +  ,b +





we obtain the following transformation by using the beta integral method on x:
F:;:;
[
a, e : b;b;

















b +  ,b +









where a is a nonpositive integer.
Remark In fact, there are many other identities of Appell functions which can be used to
establish the new transformations. Here we just illustrate three results.
3 The transformations fromHorn’s functions G1 and G2















(|x|, |y| < ).
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If we start with the transformation between F and G in [, Eq. (.)] (see also [])
with y→ –x and x→ –x,
G(α,α;β,β; –x, –x)
= ( – x)–α–αF
[
 – β – β;α,α;  – β,  – β;
–x








e,  – β – β : α;α;





d,α + α + d – e




(–)m+n(α + α + d)m+nm!n!
,
where e is a nonpositive integer. In fact, the double hypergeometric function on the right-
hand side of the above identity can be considered as a generalization of G.
If we start with the transformation between F and G in [, Eq. (.)] (see also [])
with y = –x,
G(α;β,β;x, –x) = ( – x)–αF
[
α,  – β – β;  – β,  – β;
x





and provided that a or e is a nonpositive integer, we have
F:;:;
[
e,α,  – β – β : –;–;





d,α + d – e






The double hypergeometric function on the right-hand side of the above identity can be
considered as a generalization of G.
4 The transformations fromHumbert’s functions2,2 and3
First, we present Humbert’s three functions deﬁned by (see [, ])





















The above series converge absolutely for any x, y ∈C.
If we start with the transformation [, Eq. ()] with x→ ux and y→ –ux,
(b;b, c;ux, –ux) =
(
c – b; c;ux, –ux
)
,





b, e : –;–;










Also, the right-hand side of the above identity can be considered as a generalization of
Horn’s H [] and is similar to Exton’s X []. The special case of b = c in the above
relation can be written as
F:;:;
[
















This identity is a relation between general and double hypergeometric functions.
If we start with the transformation [, Eq. ()] with x→ ux and y→ u – ux,
(b;b, c;ux,u – ux) = eu ·
(






b : e;d – e;










The special case of the above identity with b = c is a relation between a double hypergeo-
metric function and a general hypergeometric function
F:;:;
[














If we start with the transformation [, §.., Eq. ()] with x→ ux,












a, e : –;–;












This relation converges for every u ∈C.
If we start with the transformation [, Eq. ()] with x→ ux,















a, e : –;–;
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If we start with the equation [, Eq. ()] with x→ ux,

(
















a, e : –;–;














Comparing the identities (.) with (.), we can obtain a new transformation
F
[

























If we start with the formula [, Eq. ()] with x→ ux,















If we start with the transformation [, Eq. ()] with x→ ux,

































5 The relations from triple hypergeometric functions HA and HB
The following functions are given by Srivastava [–]:






(|x| = r < , |y| = s < , |z| = t < ( – r)( – s));






(|x| = r, |y| = s, |z| = t; r + s + t + √rst < ).
We ﬁrst present the identity between HA and F [, p., Eq. (.)]
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Multiplying both sides of the above transformation by
xe–( – x)d–e–ye–( – y)d+β–e–ze–( – z)d+α–e–
and applying the beta integral three times with respect to x, y, z, we get the following
transformation using the same technique in Theorems  and .
F ()
[
– :: β; –;α : e; e; e;





d – e,d – e,d + β,d + α




α,β, e,  – d,  – d;




Otherwise, if we start with transformation (.) with x = y = z,








we have another transformation
F ()
[
e :: β; –;α; –;–;–;





d – e,β + α + d




α,β, e,  – d;






If we start with the identity between HB and F [, p., Eq. (.)] with x = y = z,












e :: β;β;α : –;–;–;





d – e,β + α + d
d,β + α + d – e
] ∑
m,n≥
(e)m+n(α)m+n(β)m+n( – d)m(–  )m(

 )n




It is interesting that the pattern of the double series on the right-hand side of the above
transformation is similar to Exton’s [] triple hypergeometric series.
If we start with the relation between HA and G [, Eq. (.)] with y→ –x and z → x,
HA(a + a – ,b,b;a,b;x, –x,x) = ( – x)–aG
(
b,a;  – a,  – a;
x
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we have the following transformation:
F ()
[
e :: b; –;a + a –  : –;–;–;





d – e,d + a
d,d + a – e
] ∑
m,n≥
(e)m+n(b)m(a)n( – a)n–m( – a)m–n
(–)m+n( + e – d)m+nm!n!
,
with e being a nonpositive integer.
Remark Many other transformations for the multiple hypergeometric functions can be
found by applying the beta integral method, and, as examples, we just present these re-
sults. Interested readers can obtain some other transformation by using the beta integral
method.
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